ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Many of the modern developed machines are required to run under increased turbulent conditions and in some cases under uncertainty [1] , and since it is the goal of every maintenance, the strategy is to avoid the high cost of maintenance and production risks due to the rotating machine's fault [2] . It is therefore of great importance that the machines are precisely assessed and tested (troubleshooted) for failure to see if they meet the business's objectives before they are moved forward. According to Zuber & Bajri [2] , 'monitoring the health of machines through the implementation of condition-based maintenance strategy is based on the acquisition and trending of the physical parameter that is found to be sensitive to machine degradation' and failure.
Failure warnings and measures such as heating, pressure, and flow rate sensors as well as vibration measurement and analysis, motor current signature analysis, noise measurement, wear particle analysis, infrared thermography and ultrasound measurements devices are available and often used to detect and monitor possible failures in machines. Expert's decisions on the failure of the machine are then taken based on the values of the indicators which reflect the failure in the existing guidelines. However, according to Balin et al., [3] , even if the warning indicators values and alarms from such machines are taken into account, early detection of such failures are still quite difficult to determine because of the dependency of the machine systems from each other. Also, even with the innovative computer-based generated fault diagnosis systems available, 'the fault codes don't always pinpoint the exact problem but rather bring up an array of codes that could be either this or that'.
The traditional alternative methods used for Product Development Failure Mode identification such as Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis [4] which have been used for potential failure modes and failure analysis in new machine systems, are also limited when it comes to design errors, human factors implications, flawed requirements and component interaction accidents and failures [5] , [6] .
To handle this kind of problem, an intuitionistic fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making method is suggested. The fuzzy Shannon's entropy (FSE) method is adopted in an Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS model which is based on an improved score function for detecting an early failure in machines. In this study, the main focus will be the component interaction failures.
Several different techniques have been discussed in the literature for detecting failures and for failure analysis in machines. Zuber & Bajri [2] applied artificial neural network and vibration analysis for automated roller element bearings faults identification, by using the vibration features as the inputs for the supervised artificial neural network. Sharma et al. [7] severity (S, using an integrated fuzzy logic and expert database evaluates system safety and reliability while conducting a failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), they prioritize the failures which they used in taking corrective actions in a hydraulic system. Shaghaghi & Rezaie [8] uses a generalized mixture operator to determine and aggregate risk priorities of failure modes in an LGS gas type circuit breaker product. Kangavari et al. [8] , applied FMEA method to analyze risks of systems in the petrochemical industry from the concept phase to the system disposal, detecting the failures in the design stage and determining the control measures and corrective actions for failures to reduce their impact. Cebi et al. [10] , applies an expert failure detection system to aid shipboard personnel to anticipate and overcome failures in operational ship auxiliary machinery by using a PROLOG programming language. They take into account the failure types that have already been identified and develop corrective action tables to demonstrate what to do in the event of an emergency.
In the effort to determine the risk priorities of failure modes and to select the most serious failure modes, Liu et al. [11] , extended the VIKOR method under a fuzzy environment to address some limitations in the traditional FMEA method. Liu et al. [12] , present an FMEA method which uses fuzzy evidential reasoning (FER) approach and grey theory for solving the diversity and expertise issues in the FMEA team assessment which is mainly due to the cross-functional and multidisciplinary nature of the team members and for solving the several shortcomings in the traditional FMEA approach as well as to improve the effectiveness of the traditional FMEA.
Alarcin et al. [13] , using an integrated FAHP and TOPSIS methods, examine failure detection in an auxiliary system and marine diesel engine using groups of expert's opinions, by evaluating the expert's group's opinions, the system most affected by failures was determined. While He et al. [14] , using Fuzzy TOPSIS and Rough set based approach identifies product infant failures that are most critical to improving product quality. By breaking down the early fault symptoms identified into root causes of critical functional parameters in the function domain, design parameters in the physical domain and process parameters in the manufacturing domain.
In this paper, we are aimed to present an Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS model which is based on an improved score function for detecting early failure in an offshore patrol boat engine, with special regards to component interaction accidents and failure, using groups of experts opinions to detect the root cause of failure and the system most affected by failures in the boat engine. In this respect, the failure in the engine is determined and prioritized, according to the section/systems in which the failures primarily arise. In this approach, the FSE method is used to determine the influential weights for the criteria while the Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS model is used to detect the root cause and area most affected by the failure in the locally made engine.
The choice of using intuitionistic fuzzy set in this study is based on the fact that it is more capable than the traditional fuzzy sets at handling vagueness and uncertain information in practice [15] . Also, introducing the Fuzzy TOPSIS model in an intuitionistic fuzzy environment by using improved score function based separation method provides a whole new approach to solving multi-criteria decision-making problem. The intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) was introduced by Atanassov [16] , unlike the traditional fuzzy set theory, the IFS theory is characterized by a membership function and a non-membership function. The benefits of its applications have been addressed in [17] - [20] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the concepts of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set theory and the improved score function, introduction of the FSE method and Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 contains a numerical case presented to explain the proposed methodology. Finally, the conclusions and further works are presented in section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the fundamental definitions and concepts of IFS theory are introduce as well as the improved score function as it relates to the IVIFS. Definition 1 Let be the set of all closed subintervals of the interval [0, 1] and let be a given set. An IVIFS A in X is expressed as [21] ; ,
where with the condition .
The intervals and denote, respectively, the degree of membership and non-membership of the element x to the set A. Thus, for each the intervals and are closed and their lower and upper end points are denoted by and respectively. One can denote the set as;
, (2) Where, For each element x, we can compute the unknown degree (hesitancy degree) of an intuitionistic fuzzy interval of in A which is defined as follows:
Howe ve r, i f a nd , then the given IVIFS A is reduced to an ordinary IFS. For convenience, the IVIFS can also be expressed as . In order to make comparisons between two IVIFSs, metric methods have been introduced by several researchers [22] [23]. However, this study will focus on the improved score function originally proposed by Bai [21] , for the ranking, and the representation of the aggregated effect of positive and negative evaluations in the performance ratings of the alternatives based on IVIFS data in the M-TOPSIS model. The computation formula for the improved score function is given as;
When a = b and c = d, the IVIFS will degenerate to the IFS while the improved score function of IVIFS will degenerate to the score function of IFS proposed in [23] .
INTERVAL-VALUED INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY TOPSIS AND FUZZY SHANNON'S ENTROPY
In this section, the concept of the FSE method and Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS algorithm proposed herein is introduced and the framework for the proposed model is given in Fig 1. 
FUZZY SHANNON'S ENTROPY
The Shannon's entropy concept can be described as a general measure of uncertainty in the information formation in terms of probability theory [24] . The concept has a dominant role in information theory [25] . According to Saad et al. [26] , Shannon's entropy concept is 'appropriate for calculating the relative contrast intensities of criteria to represent the average intrinsic information transmitted to the decision maker'. The Shannon's entropy method which was extended by Lotfi & Fallahnejad [27] for imprecise data, especially for interval and fuzzy data case, has found application in several fields of studies including, management, engineering, information sciences, agricultural sciences etc. and has prominently been used in the determination of criteria weight. The implementation steps are explained below.
In computing criteria weight using the fuzzy Shannon's entropy weight method in this study, first, a decision matrix is formed for the criteria to express the level of importance of each of the criterion using linguistic variables, and are later converted to the interval values and then to crisp value, the procedure are explained in the steps below;
Step 1. Normalized each of the criteria to obtain the projection value ;
where i=1,…, m, j=1,…, n.
Step 2. Compute the entropy values ;
where k is constant and is defined as if
Step 3. Compute the degree of diversification, and finally the criteria weight ;
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY TOPSIS MODEL
TOPSIS model which is an abbreviation of Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to the Ideal Solution was originally proposed by Hwang & Yoon [28] and has remained one of the most widely used MCDM methods with so many papers published on its applications and in several different fields of study including Accounting [29] , Management [30] [31], Agriculture [32] , Chemical science [33] , Design [34] , Business [35] , Engineering [36] [37], etc.
In this study, the TOPSIS model is introduced in the intuitionistic fuzzy environment, and an improved score function-based separation method is used for computing each alternative from the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solutions. The Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS model and the FSE method above are expressed concisely using the following steps: Note: The weight of all the DMs are the same (i.e. DMs=1)
Step 2. Convert the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix to the improved score function matrix ;
Step 3. Determine the weight of each of the evaluating criteria using the Shannon's entropy concept as described in section 3.1. Data are gathered using the Triangular Fuzzy Numbers for approximating the linguistic variable as shown in Table 1 . 
Tab. I. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Numbers for approximating the linguistic variable
Step 5. Compute the improved score function-based separation measures in intuitionistic fuzzy environment and for each alternative from the positive ideal and negative ideal solutions using the equation (13) and (14); (13) Similarly, (14) Step 7. Compute the relative closeness coefficient, (CC i ), which is defined to rank all possible alternatives with respect to the positive ideal solution A + . The general formula is given as;
where is the relative closeness coefficient of with respect to the positive ideal solution A + and Hence, the alternatives are ranked according to the descending order.
APPLICATION OF THE FSE METHOD AND INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY TOPSIS MODEL
In this section, the computational process of the Fuzzy Shannon's entropy and Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS algorithm proposed herein in detecting an early failure in a locally made offshore patrol boat engine will be demonstrated. Case 1. Failure in the machine can results in severe damage and significant loss of resources when not detected on time. The severity levels of most of the faults in machines are mostly different. Some of the failures/faults can be so severe that if not detected and adjusted on time, they can cause more serious accidents as in the case of component failure during operational conditions. Causes and symptoms of failures in machines are often precursors of further breakdown and cannot be found instantly but during the operational conditions. Probable breakdown/failure in such machines can be diagnosed using the traditional failure detection mechanism (sensor) [38] . However, pinpointing the exact problem, the root causes and the area most affected by failure still remains an issue. Criteria to evaluate such probable breakdown/failure, in this case, a locally made offshore patrol boat engine have been investigated and obtained through extended consultation from a group of experts mostly professors in the department of Mechanical Engineering. They were asked to rate the relevance, accuracy, and adequacy of the criteria and subcriteria and to confirm 'content validity' with regards to the operation of the boat engine assessment.
Five probable failures (criteria) in the engine systems [13] , [18] have been identified and they are consolidated with the experience and opinions of the experts, these criteria and their subs-criteria include;
• Engine turns but does not fire (C 1 ). This criterion includes the following sub-criteria, Engine cabling (C 11 ), Fuel system (C 12 ), Engine governor (C 13 ), Starter (C 14 ). Cooling water leakage (C 51 ), and Fuel oil leakage (C 52 )
These failures are recognized to have a relationship with different systems in the engine. Hence, the root cause of these failures is determined based on these systems and they categorized as:
• Air supply System (A 1 ),
• Engine Coolant System (A 4 ). Using the assessment report from the group of experts on the boat engine, the proposed FSE method and Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS model is implemented. Summary of the implementation is given below.
Step 1: Construct the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix; the study uses the intuitionistic fuzzy number in Table 1 to express the ratings of the four systems with respect to each of the criteria and sub-criteria to form the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix as shown in Table 2 .
Step 2: Using the improved score function, the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix is converted to form the improved score function matrix ; (i.e. equation (10)) as show in the Table 3 . Also, by following the implementation procedure for the FSE method, the weights of the criteria are determined and the results for criteria weights are shown in Table 3 .
By using equation (13) and (14), we compute the Modified exponential score function-based separation measures and , the results are as follows;
Finally, the results for the relative closeness coefficient to the ideal solution which is calculated using equation (15) is given as; Therefore, the ranking orders for the four systems are in the form (descending order) , obviously, from the evaluation of the boat engine system, the Air Supply system is the most affected area of engine considering the assessment given by the experts, followed by the Engine Governor System etc. 
CONCLUSIONS
Failure warnings and measures such as heating, pressure, and flow rate sensors as well as vibration measurement and analysis, motor current signature analysis, noise measurement, wear particle analysis, infrared thermography and ultrasound measurements devices are available and often used to detect and monitor possible failure in machines. However, early detection of such failures is still quite difficult to determine because of the dependency of the machine systems on each other.
In this paper, the authors investigated the application of an intuitionistic fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making method in detecting early failure in an offshore patrol boat engine, with special regards to component interaction accidents and failure, using groups of expert's opinions to detect the root cause of failure and the system most affected by failures in the boat engine. In this respect, the failure in the engine was determined and prioritized, according to the section/systems in which the failures primarily arise. In this approach, the Fuzzy Shannon's entropy method was used to determine the influential weights for the criteria while the Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS model which is based on an improved score function was used to detect the root cause and area most affected by the failure in the engine.
The application of the Fuzzy Shannon's entropy method and an Intuitionistic Fuzzy TOPSIS methodology in this study have proved that failures and faults, as well as their root cause in machines components, can be easily identified using expert's opinion. It provides an alternative to the computerbased generated fault diagnosis systems which use fault codes that cannot exactly pinpoint the actual problem in the machine and rather bring up an array of codes that could be either this or that.
Finally, the study has been able to provide a better alternative method for product development failure mode identification and analysis which hinder-to are limited when it comes to failure as a result of component interaction accidents. The results from the study show that the most affected system in the offshore patrol boat engine made is the Air Supply System follow by the Engine Governor System etc. based on the assessment of the experts.
